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How I Started in Blogging
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2005 – I use my blog as my personal diary, and events coverage and
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- Test the online community or social network
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- Be credible and respectful member of the community
- Bring the community to your blog
- Bring the community to your own network
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Collaborate
- Share your idea and involve the right person for your project
- Start with 3-5 members to collaborate in one project
- Make it simple and fun
- Expand your project and involve more people
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- Start a small team
- Because its easy to manage and handle
- Communication is not a main problem
- Easy to bond to each other
- Everyone is a leader
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Organize an activity
- Its like team building that requires everyone to work
- It can be a food tour, travel, investigative story, or just an online
discussion
- This can help you understand the personality of each of your
community member
- Coffee meet up after work or project is a must to evaluate and do
post mortem of a recent finished project
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Always Consult
- Everyone is an expert to many things
- Don’t be shy to ask someone and consult about your idea
- The answer of other people will help you get more ideas to make a
better plan for your project
- Consulting will make you understand what people want and what
are their preference.
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